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studio lights & accessories for video and film

Blonde 2000 watts
Reference: LTO-B2000W

Power: 2000W
Light output: 11330lx spot / 1890lx flood @ 3m
Size & weight: 28.5 x 31.5 x 24 cm | 6.5 kg
Focusable beam from spot 25° to flood 75°
Metal housing with heat resistant paint
High quality interior aluminum reflector
Smooth focusing mechanism that can be pole
operated

Product description:
Cinelight Blonde 2000W is a compact, lightweight, multi-purpose quartz flood/fill light, ideal for any location lighting
applications. Open-Face lights, like the Cinelight Blonde 2000W, tend to spill light everywhere due to the fact that the
light emanates both from the bulb and the surface of the silver reflector, which makes them good fill lights.

The spherical shaped housing features an adjustable reflector for flood / spot control. The mechanism changes the
globe's position relative to the reflector, so the reflector sends out a wide beam when the globe is close to the reflector
and a narrower beam when the globe is pulled away from the reflector.
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Designed to operate high temperature tungsten-halogen lamps, and are well suited for tight or confined spaces
where maximum light output and beam spread are required for fill or flood lighting. Excellent for use in small TV
studios or stages in schools and universities. If hanged to the ceiling the focusing mechanism can be pole operated.

Cinelight Blonde 2000W provides greater light output per watt than a 2K Fresnel, making it a good choice for bounce
sources but can also be used as a direct source just by adding light diffusion.

These lights make good bounce lights (directed into a white bounce surface) and can be used as a key flood light for
large areas. They are also great as fill lights, for background lighting and product photography.

For use in television news coverage, and television film commercials as well as in motion picture and industrial film.

Key Features:
metal housing with heat resistant paint
high quality aluminum reflector
ceramic lamp holder
smooth focusing mechanism that can be pole operated
safety net in front of the lamp
metal 4-leaf barndoors with filter clips and anti-rust paint
strong yoke bar that can support an additional softbox in front of the light
heavy duty power cord

Product features:
Rated power: 2000 watts
Beam type: flood
Voltage input: 100-240V 50 / 60 Hz
Color temperature: 3200K
Beam angle: 30°-75°
Power connector type: CEE 7/4 - Schuko
Power cord total length: 7.0 m
Yoke mount: Spigot 16mm receiver
Housing material: Metal
Housing color: Yellow
Lamp type: FEX
Lamp socket: RX7S
Barndoors slot size: 240 mm
Photometrics spot mode: 3m: 1890 lx | 4m: 1063 lx | 5m:
680 lx
Photometrics flood mode: 3m: 11330 lx | 4m: 6375 lx | 5m:
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4080 lx
Spot-Flood selector type: Mechanical
Lamp head weight: 6.5 kg
Lamp head dimensions: 28.5 x 31.5 x 24 cm
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